Pain relief provided by an outgroup member enhances analgesia
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Pain feels different in different social contexts, yet the mechanisms behind social pain modulation remain poorly understood. To elucidate the impact of social context on pain processing, we investigated how group membership, one of the most important social context factors, shapes pain relief behaviourally and neurally in humans undergoing functional neuroimaging. Participants repeatedly received pain relief from a member of their own group (ingroup treatment) or a member of a disliked outgroup (outgroup treatment). We observed a decrease in pain ratings and anterior insula (AI) pain responses after outgroup treatment, but not after ingroup treatment. Moreover, path analyses revealed that the outgroup treatment induced a stronger relief learning in the AI, which in turn altered pain processing, in particular if the participant entered the treatment with a negative impression toward the outgroup individual. The finding of enhanced analgesia after outgroup treatment is relevant for intergroup clinical settings. More generally, we found that group membership affects pain responses through neural learning and we thus elucidate one possible mechanism through which social context impacts pain processing.

1. Introduction

Pain is one of the most salient negative physiological experiences. Thus, it is crucial for us to understand the psychological and neural mechanisms that underpin pain reduction. Previous research has shown a reduction of subjective and physiological pain responses (pain relief) as a result of learning [1–8]. We understand relatively well how pain relief learning affects pain processing. Specifically, learning to anticipate pain relief corresponds to a build-up of conditioned responses to cues or individuals that are associated with pain relief [2,3]. Moreover, social context variables are known to influence pain processing and induce analgesia [9–13]. However, we do not know how social context affects pain-related learning processes.

In the present research, we investigated how the anticipation of pain relief is influenced by one of the most important social factors: group membership. While undergoing functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), participants experienced a pain-relieving treatment from an individual of their own group (ingroup treatment group) or from an individual of a disliked outgroup (outgroup treatment group; figure 1; see electronic supplementary material). Before and after the treatment, participants received painful stimulation and we recorded their pain ratings and pain-related brain responses. In more detail, before the treatment, participants learned to associate a cue (green arrow) with painful stimulation to be delivered to the back of their left hand. During the treatment, the same pain cue (green arrow) was presented. Importantly, now it was associated in the majority (75%) of trials with pain relief provided by an ingroup or an outgroup individual (see electronic
The ingroup as compared to the outgroup condition. In this social support can buffer psychological and physiological assumption is inspired by previous evidence showing that processing directly, independently of learning [12]. This result, we should find a learning-related pre versus post elicitation relatively small prediction errors and little learning. As this evidence, we should find a stronger pre-to-post decrease in pain ratings and neural pain responses for ingroup treatment as compared to outgroup treatment. However, some studies have shown that receiving active or passive support from a stranger was as good as receiving it from a close person such as a friend [24]. Based on this evidence, a pre-to-post decrease in pain ratings and neural pain responses should be found independently of the group membership of the treatment provider, i.e. to a comparable extent in the ingroup and the outgroup treatment group.

On the neural level, pain reduction in the absence of analgesic drugs is commonly related to a reduction of neural responses in pain-responsive regions such as the insular cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, thalamus, and somatosensory cortex [5,25–27]. The modulation of pain responses by psychological factors such as social context and learning has been particularly linked to the anterior portion of the insular cortex (AI) [28,29]. The AI is known to track mismatches between pain anticipation and actual outcomes, which is crucial for pain-related learning [6,17,29,30]. Moreover, it flexibly connects to brain regions that are involved in the emotional and evaluative processing of social information [31,32], and has been related to social categorization [33–36]. In light of this evidence, the AI cortex is a plausible neural candidate for the construction of pain experiences that are shaped by learning and social context [28,29]. Accordingly, either pathway (direct impact of social context or indirect impact of social context via learning) would predict that the effects of treatment are tracked by the AI cortex and expressed in an ingroup-related or outgroup-related pre-to-post-treatment reduction of AI pain responses and pain ratings.

### 2. Material and methods

**(a) Participants**

Forty healthy men (mean age = 22.7, SE = 0.41) participated in the study and were randomly assigned to an ingroup and outgroup treatment group. There were no age differences between the groups, $t_{38} = -0.34, p = 0.73$. Four datasets had to be discarded, two because of motion artefacts and two due to technical problems with the response box, resulting in groups of 18 (ingroup treatment) and 18 (outgroup treatment). Four confederates served as an ingroup or outgroup treatment provider, counterbalanced across participants (electronic supplementary material for details).

**(b) Social context manipulation**

Ingroup treatment providers were individuals who ostensibly shared the participant’s nationality (Swiss), while outgroup treatment providers were ostensibly of Balkan descent. Individuals of Balkan descent constitute one of the largest minority groups in our country (Switzerland), whose presence is often portrayed as problematic. Prior to the treatment, participants rated their impression of the ingroup and outgroup treatment provider on a well-established impression scale (see electronic supplementary material for details).

**(c) Pain delivery**

Participants received painful electrical stimulation (bipolar, monophasic, maximum duration: 1000 ms, input range: 5 V, output range: 50 mA) via an electrode (diameter of 0.5 cm) that was attached to the back of their left hand from a single-current stimulator (DS55, Digitimer Ltd., Hertfordshire, UK).
individual pain thresholds were determined using a standard procedure in which participants received shocks with slowly increasing intensity and rated the intensity of each shock on a scale from 1 (not painful) to 10 (extremely painful). We used a subjective threshold of eight for pain stimulation during the study.

(d) Experimental design
Participants were randomly assigned to two different groups, an ingroup treatment group or an outgroup treatment group. Participants from the ingroup treatment group were informed that they would receive treatment from a person of their nationality (Swiss, introduced with a Swiss name), participants from the outgroup treatment group were informed that they would be treated by a person of a different nationality (introduced with a Balkan name). Apart from the name of the treatment provider, the outgroup and the ingroup conditions were identical. The treatment provider and a member from the other group sat on a chair next to the scanner such that the participant could see their hands. To hold overall social context constant, an outgroup and an ingroup member were present in all parts of the study (i.e. during pre-treatment, treatment, and post-treatment). However, after the treatment session, the respective treatment provider and the member from the other group were replaced by a different individual from the same group (i.e. the remaining two confederates representing an ingroup and an outgroup member) for the post-treatment session. This measure was taken to reduce demand effects that might occur if the participant were to rate pain in the presence of the same person that had provided the pain treatment. As a result, all participants interacted with two confederates representing ingroup members, and two confederates representing outgroup members. The roles of the confederates were counterbalanced across participants, such that each confederate acted as an ingroup or outgroup member equally often during the pre-treatment and treatment session, and during the post-treatment session. Participants were informed that their ratings were confidential and that they would not meet the treatment providers or the other people after the experiment. The details of the pre- and post-treatment sessions (pain processing) and the treatment session are provided in the electronic supplementary material.

(e) Behavioural and neural data analyses

(i) Reinforcement learning model
To test for neural learning signals reflecting trial-by-trial changes in pain relief anticipation during the treatment session, we used a standard reinforcement learning model ([14,37]; see electronic supplementary material).

(ii) Regression analyses
To identify the impact of neural learning signals on pre-versus post-treatment changes in pain ratings, we conducted an ANOVA based on an ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression model (electronic supplementary material for details).

(iii) Path analyses
To specifically assess whether the degree to which group manipulation invoked social priors affects pain processing directly (figure 3, Path c) or indirectly via its impact on learning (figure 3, Paths a and b), we estimated a mediation model excluding the treatment group variable. Next, we performed a moderated mediation model that included the grouping variable treatment group using the Lavaan package in R [38]. Follow-up tests were then performed within each treatment group to characterize the path strength for each group separately (electronic supplementary material for details).

(iv) Effect sizes
For analyses comparing means between groups (t-tests) we computed Cohen’s d [39], for Analyses of Variance, Cohen’s f2 and for multiple regression models with continuous predictor variables, Cohen’s W, which is more appropriate as it allows evaluation of local effects [38,39]. For χ2-statistics used for model comparisons, Cohen’s w was computed. To reflect effect size in structural equation models, we computed standardized coefficients reflecting the magnitude of change in the outcome variable (in s.d. units) in response to a one s.d. increase in the predictor variable [40]. For imaging results, we determined the respective effect sizes based on the average beta estimates extracted from all the voxels within significant activation clusters to reflect the statistics reported in the paper, and based on betas from all voxels within the anatomical ROI for unbiased effect size estimates, as suggested recently [41].

Details about Image acquisition, preprocessing, first and second model analyses of imaging data are provided in the electronic supplementary material. Two separate first-level models were estimated for each participant, one that captured the neural correlates of learning during the treatment session (learning model) and one that captured pain-related activations in the pre-treatment and post-treatment sessions (pain model). The second-level analyses were based on contrast images that resulted from linearly contrast parameter estimates for the regressors of interest in the learning and pain models. To test the hypothesis that AI cortex activation reflects pain-related learning and resulting pre-versus post-treatment differences in pain processing, we analysed our data in bilateral anatomical masks of the insular cortex [42], using small-volume family-wise error (SV FWE) correction (p < 0.05). Moreover, we conducted exploratory whole brain analyses (uncorrected, p < 0.001, k = 5; electronic supplementary material, tables S1, S3, and S4).

3. Results

(a) Social context manipulation impacts group evaluation
We tested whether our participants distinguished between the two social contexts using their impression ratings of the ingroup and outgroup treatment providers (see electronic supplementary material for a description of the scale). The ratings were collected before the treatment and thus reflect participants’ prior perception of the ingroup and outgroup member. We entered impression ratings into a mixed ANOVA with treatment group (ingroup/outgroup treatment group) as a between-subjects factor and social context (ingroup/outgroup treatment provider) as a within-subjects factor. The results revealed a significant main effect of social context, F1,34 = 10.85, p = 0.002, f = 0.565, indicating that ingroup members were perceived as significantly more favourable (ingroup rating = 28.92, outgroup rating = 24.5). The main effect of treatment group was not significant, F1,34 = 3.31, p = 0.078, f = 0.437, nor was the interaction between treatment group and social context, F1,34 = 0.097, p = 0.76, f = 0.053.

Follow-up tests showed that in both treatment groups, the impression of the outgroup compared to the ingroup treatment provider was significantly more negative, ingroup treatment group, t17 = −2.37, p = 0.03, d = 0.58, outgroup treatment group, t17 = −2.3, p = 0.039, d = 0.56. Thus, before the treatment, the participants perceived the outgroup member more negatively than the ingroup member, which indicates that our manipulation of social context was successful.
(b) Behavioural learning during the treatment
We modelled the individual learning rates based on emotion ratings during the ingroup and the outgroup treatment. The results revealed average learning rates of 0.35; 95% CI [0.24, 0.45] for the outgroup treatment group and 0.39; 95% CI [0.28, 0.49] for the ingroup treatment group with no significant differences between the treatment groups, \( t_{134} = -0.44, p = 0.66, d = -0.07 \). Moreover, the estimated learning rates did not significantly differ from the assumed learning rate of 0.3 that is commonly found in learning studies [43], outgroup treatment group, \( t_{17} = 0.78, p = 0.44, d = 0.18 \); ingroup treatment group, \( t_{17} = 1.26, p = 0.22, d = 0.30 \). These results provide behavioural evidence for learning in both treatment groups.

(c) Pain relief learning in the anterior insula
Next, we obtained a neural model of pain relief learning during the ingroup and the outgroup treatment. To do so, we regressed participants’ neural responses to the pain-predicting cue of each treatment trial against model estimates from a reinforcement learning model [14]. In this model, we estimated how participants’ prior anticipation of pain relief (conservatively initialized at zero) changed as a function of the prediction errors elicited by preceding treatment experiences (i.e. pain relief or no pain relief). Specifically, the prediction errors were weighted by the learning rate and induced trial-to-trial changes in ‘pain relief values’ by being combined with previous pain relief anticipation into current pain relief anticipation (\( V_t \)). \( V_t \) served as a parametric modulator of the neural responses in the pain anticipation window of each trial.

The result of the parametric regression analysis for the entire sample (i.e. both ingroup and outgroup treatment group) showed that learned pain relief anticipation mainly correlated with the activation of the right anterior insula (AI), \( Z = 3.7, P (SV FWE-corrected) = 0.04, P (\text{whole brain cluster level FWE-corrected}) = 0.013, d (\text{cluster}) = 0.76, d (\text{anatomical insula mask}) = 0.318 \) (electronic supplementary material, figure S1, red; electronic supplementary material, table S1). Contrasting the respective neural learning signals between the treatment groups did not reveal significant results, even at a liberal uncorrected threshold of \( p < 0.05 \). These results indicate that, in both treatment groups, learning-induced pain relief anticipation is captured by the neural response of the AI, most prominently in the right AI (electronic supplementary material for an additional parametric regression with the classical prediction error (\( \delta_t \)).

(d) Analgesic effects of social context and learning
To identify the analgesic effects of social context, we first tested whether the type of learning context leads to differential changes in pain ratings before compared to after pain relief treatment. To this end, we entered the pain ratings into an ANOVA with the factors time (pre-/post-treatment) and treatment group (ingroup/outgroup). Results showed a significant main effect of time, \( F_{1,34} = 7.106, p = 0.012, f = 0.457 \), which was modulated by treatment group as indicated by a significant interaction between time and treatment group, \( F_{1,34} = 6.13, p = 0.019, f = 0.425 \). Figure 2a specifies the interaction between social context and learning by showing a significant pre-to-post-treatment reduction in the outgroup treatment group, \( t_{17} = -3.1, p = 0.006, d = 0.74 \), but not in the ingroup treatment group, \( t_{17} = -0.17, p = 0.87, d = 0.03 \).

While the assignment of confederates to the different roles in the experiment was fully counterbalanced, it is still possible that specific confederates can influence the analgesic effects of the treatment. A first ANOVA showed that the effect reported above did not change if the individual treatment provider (i.e. a variable coding the identity of the helper) was added as a control variable, time, \( F_{1,28} = 6.699, p = 0.015, f = 0.489 \), time (pre-/post-treatment) × treatment group (ingroup/outgroup), \( F_{1,28} = 5.776, p = 0.023, f = 0.454 \). Second, we conducted a three-way ANOVA with the factors time (pre-/post-treatment), treatment group (ingroup/outgroup), and individual treatment provider. The results showed no significant effect of treatment provider on the pre versus post differences in pain.
ratings, $F_{3,28} = 0.680, p = 0.567, f = 0.272$, with no differences between treatment groups, $F_{3,28} = 0.038, p = 0.99, f = 0.256$. Moreover, there was no significant main effect of treatment provider, $F_{3,28} = 1.12, p = 0.358, f = 1.39$, and no interaction with any other variable (all interaction terms $Ps > 0.56$). These results show that the observed effects are independent of individual features of the treatment providers.

Our findings so far indicate that pain-relieving treatment effectively reduced sensitivity to pain in participants treated by the outgroup but not in participants treated by the ingroup. Note that these effects occurred even though both treatments were identical with respect to the objective probabilities and experienced frequencies of pain relief.

Next, we tested whether social context and learning jointly influence the impact of pain relief treatment on pain perception. To this end, we used the difference between ratings before compared to after pain relief treatment as the dependent variable. As a learning variable, we included the individual beta estimates extracted from a 6 mm sphere around the SV FWE-corrected activation peak in the right AI reported above (using Marsbar [44]). Social context was coded categorically (ingroup or outgroup). The ANOVA showed a significant interaction between learning and social context, $F_{1,30} = 7.421, p = 0.0107, f = 0.497$ (figure 2b); electronic supplementary material, table S2, left panel), but no significant main effects for learning and social context. In sequential regression analyses, we also tested for the effects of social context and learning separately. These analyses yielded significant effects for both factors, learning, $t = 2.23, p = 0.03, f = 0.409$ (electronic supplementary material, table S2, right panel a) and social context, $t = 2.3, p = 0.03, f = 0.425$ (electronic supplementary material table S2, right panel b) when the interaction term was not modelled, and a significant interaction effect with no main effects for the full model (electronic supplementary material, table S2, right panel c). In line with previous findings, these results show that pain processing is affected by social context [9–13] and learning [1–8]. Extending this previous evidence, we find that social context and learning interact and account for pre- versus post-treatment differences in pain ratings.

(e) Path analysis reveals that the analgesic mechanism is learning based

To elucidate the mechanism driving the analgesic effect shown in figure 2b, we next conducted path analyses. In these analyses, we aimed to use a more specific measure of how each participant perceived the ingroup or the outgroup member prior to the treatment, and thereby to more precisely capture the impact of social context. To achieve this aim, we included the individual impression ratings for the ingroup and outgroup member as a social context variable. First, to assess whether individualized social priors affect pain processing directly (figure 3, Path c) or indirectly (figure 3, Paths a and b) via an impact on learning, we submitted the whole dataset ($N = 36$) to a path model. The results showed significant indirect effects (Path a coefficient $= -0.086, p = 0.007$, standardized coefficient $= -0.409$, Path b coefficient $= 0.140, p = 0.049$, standardized coefficient $= 0.330$), but no significant direct effects (Path c coefficient $= -0.011, p = 0.470$, standardized coefficient $= -0.121$). These results indicate that social context affects analgesia largely via its influence on the neural correlates of learning.

Given the significant differences between the ingroup and outgroup treatment that we observed above, it is important to estimate the effect of treatment group. To do so, we added treatment group (ingroup versus outgroup treatment) as a moderator variable and estimated a moderated mediation model [45] (see Material and methods for details). Results showed that the significant indirect path is moderated by treatment group, $X^2_{4} = 4.56, p = 0.033, w = 0.356$. Follow-up analyses testing the effects for each group on each indirect path separately revealed that the significant effect of treatment group reflects a significant indirect path in the outgroup treatment group predicted larger reductions in the subjective pain experience. Together, the results support the model of an indirect impact of social priors (induced by group manipulation) on pain processing by means of neural learning.
(f) Impact on neural pain responses
So far, our results have revealed a reduction of subjective pain ratings after outgroup treatment (figure 2a) that is driven by learning (figure 2b and path analysis). In our final analyses, we tested for a link between these effects on the neural level. First, we contrasted pain-related activations before the outgroup treatment with pain-related activations after the outgroup treatment. The results showed a pre versus post difference in the bilateral AI cortex, left AI, Z = 3.68, p (SV FWE-corrected) = 0.05, d(cluster) = 0.8, d(anatomical mask) = 0.38 (electronic supplementary material, table S3).

Next, we tested if the pre versus post outgroup treatment reduction in the AI cortex was driven by learning. To do so, we conducted a second-level regression with the learning signal from the right AI as the independent variable, and the pre versus post differences in pain-related activation as the dependent variable. We found that individual learning was associated with pre- versus post-treatment differences in the right AI, Z = 4.4, p (SV FWE-corrected) = 0.006, FWE-corrected (whole brain cluster level) = 0.02, $f^2$(cluster) = 0.36, $f^2$(anatomical insula mask) = 0.42 (figure 4; electronic supplementary material, table S4). Thus, neural learning during outgroup treatment was positively related to reductions in pain-induced activation.

A final control analysis showed that the correlation between the AI in different parts of the study cannot be explained by potential imaging artefacts (for details see electronic supplementary material).

4. Discussion
Our study investigated how one of the most important social context factors, namely, group membership, interacts with learning to shape subjective and neural responses to pain. We found that group membership modulates pain processing in an intriguing way by inducing stronger subjective and neural analgesia after outgroup than after ingroup treatment. Importantly, the enhanced outgroup analgesia occurred even though our participants received identical pain relief treatment in the ingroup and outgroup context. Path analysis revealed that group membership had no direct effect on pain processing. Instead, it affected pain processing via its impact on learning.

The effect of learning on pain processing observed in our study is in line with previous studies that documented reduced sensitivity to pain after repeated experience of pain relief, both on the subjective and the neural level [1–8]. Extending these findings, our results show that learning reduces pain sensitivity conditional on a negative social prior, here captured by participants’ impression ratings towards the outgroup member. The more negatively a person evaluated the outgroup treatment provider prior to the treatment, the stronger was the impact of learning on pain perception. This implies that the same type of learning (here a classical learning mechanism with a comparable learning rate) has a fundamentally different impact when it takes place in the context of a negative social prior (i.e. in the outgroup treatment group), compared to a positively evaluated social context (i.e. in the ingroup treatment group). Our results show that learning affects pain processing more strongly when it contradicts and updates a negative prior (regarding the outgroup treatment provider) than when it confirms a positive prior (regarding the ingroup treatment provider).

The observed impact of social priors on learning is in line with previous social learning studies [46–48]. However, these studies investigated learning while observing others, whereas our study focused on learning while experiencing treatment by others that had an actual impact on participants’ pain. Our neural and behavioural results emphasize the importance of social priors induced by different social treatment contexts. Based on that it could be argued that the reduction of pain responses after outgroup treatment simply reflects...
threat- or stress-related analgesia, produced by the presence of an outgroup member. Given that an outgroup member was also present in the pre-treatment pain session, this view predicts that already in that first session pain processing should be reduced in the outgroup, compared to the ingroup, condition. Contrary to this prediction, we find that pre-treatment pain levels are similar in the presence of outgroup and ingroup members (figure 2a) and that learning, indexed by current pain relief anticipation and cue-related AI responses, plays a central role for post-treatment analgesia (figures 2b, 3, and 4).

The mechanistic insights gained from the path analyses with pain ratings (figure 3) were confirmed by the neural data. Participants showed a stronger decline in neural pain responses after outgroup treatment as compared to ingroup treatment. The individual extent of the pre versus post changes in neural pain responses was predicted by the individual neural learning signal during outgroup treatment. The neural learning signal reflecting learned anticipation of pain relief correlated with changes of activation in the right AI, the same structure that showed the strongest pre-versus post reduction in pain-related responses. It is well known that the AI plays an important role in social categorization [33–36] and is among those regions that are sensitive to social rewards and punishments [49,50]. Falk et al. [33] proposed that brain regions that are sensitive to social rewards and punishments, such as the AI, might mediate the relationship between social influences and behavioural or physiological responses. Our results support this model by showing that the AI tracks a learning signal that is associated with a specific social category (here the outgroup), and, at the same time, uses this learning signal to update subjective and physiological pain responses. Together, these results point to the AI cortex as a plausible neural basis of the interplay between social categorization, learning, and pain processing.

Our analysis on learning-related changes in pain value and neural pain processing also revealed other brain regions, most consistently the supplementary motor area (SMA) and the middle temporal gyrus (electronic supplementary material, tables S1 and S4). The SMA has been associated with the pain-related priming of movements [51,52] and the middle temporal gyrus has been linked to the emotional processing of threat and pain [53,54]. We had no a priori assumptions with regard to these regions, and thus can only speculate about their functions in the current paradigm. In keeping with the literature, the activation in SMA might reflect learning-related motor preparation when pain might occur [51,52], while the temporal gyrus could support emotional learning in the context of pain [53,54]. In any case, the AI appears to be part of a larger network involved in learning about pain relief.

Given that the AI is involved in social categorization processes and learning, the pre versus post decrease in pain responses could reflect a reduction of category-related prejudices or a learning-related reduction of pain value. In our path analysis, we included the individual impression ratings for the ingroup and outgroup member that were collected before the study and thus capture individual differences in outgroup prejudices invoked by the group manipulation. The results showed that these individual differences in prior prejudices had no direct impact on pre versus post differences in pain responses, but predicted them via their impact on learning (i.e. learning-related changes in pain values). These findings suggest that neither social priors (i.e. prejudices) nor learning-related changes in pain value alone can account for the observed pre versus post decrease in pain responses. Instead, the observed effects in pain processing result from the interaction of social factors and learning. That said, future research may want to assess changes in prejudices potentially arising from the treatment. One previous study [17] indeed showed that positive outgroup experiences increase empathy with outgroup members.

At first glance, the finding that a manipulation of social context (here, ingroup versus outgroup treatment provision) has little direct effect on the processing of aversive events (here, pain stimulation) might seem to contrast with reports of a direct beneficial effect of social support on stress and pain responses, in particular, if support is provided by a similar or familiar individual [12,21–23]. However, social support can have a positive impact irrespective of similarity or closeness [24], corroborating the notion that the potential benefit of social support varies depending on the framing of the social interaction [55,56] and relationship characteristics [57]. It is also worth keeping in mind that in our study, participants more positively evaluated the ingroup than the outgroup member, but did not establish a personal relationship with this person. We chose this setting to control for the effects of other social variables besides group membership (e.g. warmth, attractiveness, perceived empathy, etc.), but it is possible that a personal interaction is required to unleash analgesic effects of ingroup support. Considering this possibility, our results should not be interpreted as evidence against the beneficial impact of social support on psychological and physiological well-being, but rather show that the limited reliance on ingroup support in impersonal intergroup settings can be overcome by alternative mechanisms. Indeed, our results suggest that the benefits of learning from positive outgroup experiences can outweigh the benefits of ingroup support if participants interact with unfamiliar treatment providers.

Our study revealed converging evidence from different analyses on the behavioural and neural level, with medium to large effect sizes. However, the relatively small sample size ($N = 40, 36$ included in all analyses) remains a limitation of this study. Owing to the complex experimental design (social group manipulation, pain thresholding, coordination between four confederates and the participants), it was not possible to record data from more than 40 subjects for the current experiment. However, we strongly encourage future research to focus on specific aspects of the current results and adapt the experimental design accordingly. One suggestion would be to use a simpler group intervention or perform group intervention outside the scanner, in an effort to save time during the scanning session.

Together, our results indicate that important social context variables such as group membership affect pain processing via their impact on learning. Specifically, classical learning mechanisms can turn outgroup negativity into a treatment benefit and thus potentially dissolve it. On a conceptual level, our findings demonstrate the manner in which the combination of different psychological factors can enhance analgesia. We have gained these insights because we considered the potential interplay between important psychosocial factors, here, group membership.
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